
Your complete 
smart home solution.
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The Eve app for 
iPhone and iPad is 
free and full-featured:

• Set up Eve devices in seconds

• Track weather, motion, 
power usage and more

• Set schedules to make your 
home work automatically

• Get new product features thanks 
to regular firmware updates
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This is Eve.

100%
Privacy

No Eve cloud, no registration and 
no tracking so your data won’t get 
exposed. Local intelligence and 
direct communication between Eve 
devices and smartphones or hubs 
without cloud dependency.

Seamless
Integration

Award-winning design, easy 
installation: Eve devices are Apple 
HomeKit- or Matter-enabled for 
e�ortless communication with other 
vendors’ devices.

Future-Proof 
Technology 

Eve delivers state-of-the-art 
connectivity via Thread or Wi-Fi, 
implements the future-proof Matter 
standard and constantly expands 
each device’s feature-set through 
updates.

ENERGY & HEATING

OUTDOOR

SECURITY

AUDIO

LIGHTING

Eve Play
Audio Streaming Interface

Eve Energy
Smart Plug and Power Meter 

Eve Energy Outdoor
Smart Outdoor Outlet & 
Power Meter

Eve Energy Strip
Connected Triple Outlet

Eve Room
Indoor Air Quality Monitor

Eve Thermo
Smart Radiator Valve

Eve Thermo Control
Temperature Sensor 
& Controller

Eve Door & Window
Smart Contact Sensor

Eve Motion
Wireless Motion Sensor

Eve Cam
Smart Indoor Camera 

Eve Outdoor Cam
Secure Floodlight Camera

Eve Water Guard
Connected Water 
Leak Detector Eve Aqua

Smart Water Controller

Eve Weather
Connected Weather Station

Eve Flare
Portable Smart LED Lamp

Eve Light Switch
Connected Wall Switch

Eve Shutter Switch
Smart Shutter Controller 

Eve Blinds Collection
Made-to-Measure 
Smart Blinds 

Eve MotionBlinds
Upgrade Kit for Roller Blinds

SHUTTERS & SHADES
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Thread makes your smart home 
more responsive and robust, and 
is one of the pillars of Matter, the 
smart home standard of the future. 
This is why Eve is embracing Thread: 
all current Eve devices that support 
Bluetooth now also support Thread.

Thread technology is specifically de-
veloped for smart home applications 
to improve connectivity between 
devices. The big di�erence with this 
technology is that Thread creates a 
mesh network. Within this, lights, 
thermostats, outlets, sensors, and 
more can also talk to each other 
free of the constraint of having to 
go through a central hub, such as a 
bridge. If a single device fails, the 
data packets are simply relayed to 
the next in the mesh.

Say hello 
to Thread.

Eve o�ers the world’s largest portfolio of Thread-enabled devices, all of them ready to be updated to Matter 
with a free firmware update. Updates introducing Matter support for the first Eve devices are already available 
– so if you purchase a Thread-enabled Eve device today, you’re already prepared for Matter.
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Thread Benefits

No bridge
Thread devices don’t need a proprietary bridge to 
communicate with each other – they simply need a 
Thread Border Router.

Robust, self-healing network 
If one device in your Thread network fails, the next one 
fills in. Thread scales up easily and actually becomes 
more robust with every new device, unlike Wi-Fi and 
Bluetooth networks which become more unreliable and 
challenging to manage with a high number of devices 
connected.

Future-Proof (Matter)
Thread is a pillar of the new smart home standard 
Matter. All Thread-enabled Eve devices will receive 
free firmware updates over time – so if you purchase 
a Thread-enabled Eve device today, you’re already 
prepared for Matter. 

Always in reach 
If one of your devices is beyond the actual reach of your 
Thread Border Router, a mains-powered device placed 
somewhere in the middle that’s always on, such as Eve 
Energy, can connect it to the Thread network. 

Longer battery life 
Batteries last much longer thanks to Thread’s 
extremely low power consumption.

Instant response
Thread was designed specifically to enable both 
mains-powered and battery-operated devices to be 
extremely responsive regardless of network size and 
density.
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Designed around interoperability and platform independence, making it easy to control your smart home devices 
securely from any platform you choose: the future of smart home is called Matter, and that future is now.

Matter is here – and the first Eve 
devices are ready to be used with 
the new standard for smart home 
devices. 

Adding Matter-enabled Eve devices 
to your smart home is fast and easy 
– the only other thing you need is 
the right hub. Which hub is right for 
you depends on which smart home 
platform(s) you’d like to control your 
home with. All compatible hubs can 
be found at evehome.com/hub.

Welcome, 
Matter!

www.evehome.com/hub
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Made for everyone 
in your home.
Matter-enabled devices are a breeze to integrate 
into your smart home. Your entire family can control 
your home through their preferred voice assistant or 
app. That’s because Matter doesn’t mind if you use 
an iPhone, Android device or call upon Alexa, Siri or 
Google Assistant.

Cutting-edge 
connectivity.
Matter devices truly shine when they talk via Thread. 
This groundbreaking network technology makes your 
smart home more responsive, robust, and increases its 
reach. That is why all Eve devices embrace Thread.

Upgrade your existing 
Eve devices to Matter. 
If you have purchased a Thread-enabled Eve device in 
the past, and want to leverage Matter to use your Eve 
devices from an additional platform, you’re eligible for 
a free firmware upgrade.
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Smart Plug and Power Meter

Switch your lights and appliances on and o� using your voice or an 
app, and control them from afar. Eve Energy features future-proof 
technology with Matter, cutting-edge Thread networking, and no 
tracking whatsoever – for a universal and rock-solid smart home that 
honors your privacy.

ENERG Y & HE AT ING

Eve app for iPhone & iPad: 
Track power consumption of your devices
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Available 
soon!

Eve app for iPhone & iPad: 
Track power consumption of your devices and 
power generation of your balcony solar system

Smart Outdoor Outlet & Power Meter

With Eve Energy Outdoor, switch your outdoor lights and devices on 
and o� using your voice or an app, and control them from afar. Create 
automations and have an outdoor light turn on as soon as Eve Motion 
wireless motion sensor detects any movement.

ENERG Y & HE AT ING



ENERG Y & HE AT ING
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Connected Triple Outlet

With Eve Energy Strip, individually control three outlets with the 
app or Siri. Put devices on autopilot. And safeguard appliances with 
overcurrent, overvoltage, and surge protection. Crafted to perfection, 
Eve Energy Strip is the ultimate power distributor you won’t want to 
conceal.



ENERG Y & HE AT ING
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Eve Room is your key to healthy living. The award-winning indoor air 
sensor with Apple HomeKit technology measures volatile organic com-
pound (VOC) concentration, temperature, and humidity levels in your 
home. View the readings on the integrated display or on your iPhone, 
and adopt healthy habits by following the history in the Eve app.

Indoor Air Quality Monitor



ENERG Y & HE AT ING
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Smart Radiator Valve

Control your room temperature with ease using the app, Siri, sched-
ules, the integrated touch controls, or based on your presence. Eve 
Thermo synchronizes your heating based on your routine: save energy 
when away from home or make your place a cozy haven of relaxation 
when you’re there. Eve Thermo will receive a free firmware upgrade 
to Matter soon.



ENERG Y & HE AT ING
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Temperature Sensor & Controller

Comfort and convenience on the spot. In combination with Eve 
Thermo radiator valve, Eve Thermo Control measures and maintains 
your desired temperature automatically according to its location 
in the room. And, if you want it cozier, you can set the new desired 
temperature directly on the device – all from the comfort of your 
sofa. The heating duo uses the new smart home standard Matter to 
communicate directly, taking comfort, convenience and ease of use to 
a whole new level. Eve Thermo Control will be available soon.

Available 
soon!
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SE C URI T Y

Know the status of your door or window. See the open/closed state 
at glance, create automations to control other connected devices 
throughout your home, and receive activity notifications. Plus, auto-
matically pause heating while ventilating when you combine it with 
Eve Thermo. Eve Door & Window features future-proof technology 
with Matter, cutting-edge Thread networking, and no tracking 
whatsoever – for a universal and rock-solid smart home that honors 
your privacy.

Smart Contact Sensor
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SECURIT Y

Let your presence bring your home to life. Control your lights and 
appliances via movement, and receive notifications when motion is 
detected. Eve Motion features future-proof technology with Matter, 
cutting-edge Thread networking, and no tracking whatsoever – for a 
universal and rock-solid smart home that honors your privacy. 

Wireless Motion Sensor
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SECURIT Y

Keep a close eye on your home around the clock and protect the priva-
cy of your personal space in the process. Receive rich notifications on 
your iPhone immediately when something is up in your home. Eve Cam 
is designed exclusively for Apple HomeKit Secure Video and was built 
from the ground up to protect your privacy.

Smart Indoor Camera
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SECURIT Y

Keep a close eye on your home around the clock, and receive rich 
notifications on your iPhone when something is up. Eve Outdoor 
Cam packs advanced technology into a sleek metal enclosure and is 
designed exclusively for Apple HomeKit Secure Video, built from the 
ground up to keep your data secure and your private space safe.

Secure Floodlight Camera
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SECURIT Y

Leave your home even with the washing machine running. Enjoy com-
plete peace of mind knowing that no water’s leaking in the cabinet 
beneath those water pipes. And keep a watchful eye on the basement, 
even though you don’t go there that often. Eve Water Guard detects 
water leaks and alerts you the moment they occur – visually, audibly 
and via an app on your iPhone.

Connected Water Leak Detector



L IGH T ING
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With Eve Flare, set the perfect ambience with a quick tap or Siri voice 
command. Enjoy 6 hours of untethered illumination, wireless charging, 
plus IP65 water resistance. Explore ready-made shades or fine tune 
your own. And indulge in the aura of any color you wish, anywhere 
you want.

Portable Smart LED Lamp
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Enjoy the convenience of connected lighting with Eve Light Switch 
without replacing a single bulb in your home. Turn your lights on or o� 
via app or Siri, and e�ortlessly set up schedules that put your lights 
on autopilot, turning them on and o� independently of your iPhone or 
internet connection.

Connected Wall Switch

L IGH T ING
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Smart Shutter Controller

Enjoy the convenience of smart shading. Control your shutter using 
the app or Siri, or e�ortlessly set up schedules that move your shutter 
automatically – independently of your iPhone or home network. Keep 
your room a comfortable temperature with Adaptive Shading and 
create scenes to control all your shutters at once with one command.

SHU T T ER S & SH A DE S
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The Eve Blinds Collection is a curated collection of made to measure 
blinds featuring Eve MotionBlinds technology and, most notably, Eve’s 
own Adaptive Shading function. Available through the Eve app for iOS, 
it lets roller blinds with Eve MotionBlinds technology automatically 
close according to the position of the sun. 

SHU T T ER S & SH A DE S

Made-to-Measure Smart Blinds
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SHU T T ER S & SH A DE S

Upgrade your existing blinds with Eve MotionBlinds Upgrade Kit and 
enjoy the convenience of smart shading. Control your blinds via app 
or voice, or easily set schedules that automate your blinds to suit your 
daily routine. Eve MotionBlinds Upgrade Kit is available to receive a 
free firmware update to Matter.

Upgrade Kit for Roller Blinds
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With the Eve Aqua smart water controller, activate your irrigation 
system via your iPhone, Siri, or the onboard button. You can also set 
up schedules quickly and easily, and let Eve Aqua take care of water-
ing your garden and patio plants – completely automatically without 
requiring an internet connection, a bridge, or a gateway. 

Smart Water Controller

OU T D O OR
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With Eve Weather, track your current outdoor temperature, humidity 
and barometric pressure, and see the weather trend at a glance – on 
your iPhone or directly on the display. Review current and past climate 
data, empowering you with insights of the weather on your doorstep. 

Connected Weather Station

OU T D O OR
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With Eve Play, stream music via AirPlay to existing amplifiers, active 
speakers or soundbars conveniently and in high fidelity. Encased in an 
award-winning design, the high-end audio adapter connects stereo 
systems to your home network for convenient music playback directly 
from your Apple devices. This way, your tried-and-tested 
Hi-Fi system becomes the new star of your multi-room setup.

Audio Streaming Interface

AUDIO



We’ll keep you up to date!
Simply subscribe to our newsletter at: evehome.com/newsletter

@meeteve @meeteve @meet_eve @MeetEve @meet_eve

www.threads.net/meet_eve
www.facebook.com/meeteve
www.instagram.com/meet_eve
www.youtube.com/MeetEve
www.twitter.com/meeteve
www.evehome.com/newsletter


www.evehome.com

www.evehome.com



